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Corrections to the strong-stretching theory of polymer brushes due
to the entropy of the free ends

M. W. Matsena)

Polymer Science Centre, University of Reading, Whiteknights, Reading RG6 6AF, United Kingdom

~Received 5 March 2002; accepted 30 April 2002!

The entropy associated with the free ends of a polymer brush is incorporated into the standard
analytical strong-stretching theory~SST!. The resulting corrections are found to have a significant
effect on the end-segment distribution function, the self-consistent field, the brush profile, and the
polymer trajectories. This alone is enough to bring many of the SST predictions into good agreement
with the more complete numerical self-consistent field theory~SCFT!. Furthermore, the corrections,
in most cases, obey simple scaling expressions that remain accurate down to experimentally relevant
grafting densities. This encouraging result suggests that, with further corrections, an analytical SST
could be developed capable of quantitatively competing with SCFT. ©2002 American Institute of
Physics. @DOI: 10.1063/1.1487819#
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I. INTRODUCTION

Two distinct but intimately related theories hav
emerged for the study of polymer brushes and likewise bl
copolymers. We refer to the self-consistent field theo
~SCFT! introduced by Edwards1 in 1965, and the strong
stretching theory~SST! formulated by Semenov2 in 1985. In
reality, both theories are based on the same underly
Gaussian chain model.3 The difference is that SCFT repre
sents the full mean-field treatment, whereas SST is an
proximation that assumes the chains are strongly stretc
The advantage of SST is that it provides simple analyt
predictions, while SCFT has to be, in general, solved num
cally. Unfortunately, the stringent assumptions of SST
not fully realized at experimentally relevant grafting den
ties. In fact, even the SCFT calculations,4,5 performed at de-
grees of stretching well beyond those characteristic of
periment, have yet to reach a regime where the S
assumptions are accurate.

There is a wide assortment of polymeric systems
which these two versatile theories apply. Here, we exam
one of the simplest, that involving two opposing brushes
illustrated in Fig. 1. This system is particularly fundamen
because first of all it is a single component system, and
ond of all it provides a basis for understanding block copo
mer melts.2 Due to its inherent simplicity, it is controlled b
just one parameter,L/aN1/2, the ratio of the brush thicknes
to the natural end-to-end length of the grafted chains.~Note
that a is the statistical segment length, andN is the number
of segments per polymer chain.! Experiments are generall
performed at L/aN1/2&1, whereas the SST assum
L/aN1/2@1. To help bridge this gap, theorists have examin
the entropic correction due to the free ends of the brush,6 the
effect of fluctuations in the chain trajectory,7 and most re-
cently the effect of a so-calledproximal layer at the base o
each brush.8 This paper revisits the first of these correctio
in greater detail.

a!Electronic mail: m.w.matsen@reading.ac.uk
2350021-9606/2002/117(5)/2351/8/$19.00
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An interesting feature of polymeric brushes is the fa
that, even though all chains are identical, their free ends
tend over a wide range of distances,z0 , from the grafting
surface. Nevertheless, according to the conventional SST
distribution of chain ends,g(z0), is identically zero forz0

.L. In other words, the two opposing brushes remain co
pletely separated with none of their respective chains e
crossing the midplane atz5L. Witten et al.9 recognized that
including end-segment entropy into the SST would prov
g(z0) with an exponentially decaying tail protruding beyon
the midplane, thus creating a narrow interpenetration z
where the two brushes would mix. Furthermore, they arg
that the width of the interpenetration zone would scale
L21/3. However, an exact analytical treatment of this beh
ior was not possible due to its complicated effect on
self-consistent field,w(z), used to enforce a uniform poly
mer density. Matsen and Bates6 over came this complication
by solving w(z) numerically, and furthermore showed th
the resultingg(z0) was in good agreement with SCFT. A
though their numerical calculation confirmed theL21/3 scal-
ing of the tail, it also demonstrated that the interpenetrat
zone was by no means narrow for experimentally relev
conditions.

Here, we extend the previous calculations in Ref. 6,
amining not only the end-segment distribution functio
g(z0), but also the brush profile,f(z), and the effect on the
free energy per chain,f . We also improve upon the previou
numerical treatment by allowing for nonmonotonic trajec
ries, as suggested by the more recent work of Netz
Schick.10 Our study focuses primarily on the scaling beha
ior associated with the entropic corrections due to the f
ends. In particular, we confirm the scaling exponents p
dicted earlier, evaluate the proportionality constants, and
amine the range over which the scaling behavior is ap
cable. Furthermore, we assess the effectiveness of these
corrections with direct comparisons to SCFT.
1 © 2002 American Institute of Physics
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II. SELF-CONSISTENT FIELD THEORY

This section presents the self-consistent field the
~SCFT! for a pair of identical opposing polymer brushes
tached to flat parallel substrates atz50 andz52L ~see Fig.
1!. Each chain in the two brushes will have a natural end
end length ofaN1/2, wherea is the statistical segment lengt
and N is its total number of segments per chain. Howev
the chains are forced to stretch beyond their natural lengt
order to prevent overcrowding at the substrates. This is
cessitated by the hard-core interactions between the
ments, but unfortunately a rigorous theoretical treatmen
these interactions is not possible. Thus, in the spirit of me
field theory, they are mimicked by a static field,w(z), which
is determined self-consistently by requiring a uniform se
ment density.3

Before tackling the polymer brush problem, we first co
sider a short length of chain withsN segments (0,s,1)
occupying a trajectory given byra(t)5„xa(t),ya(t),
za(t)…, where 0,t,s. Furthermore, we assume that th
chain ends are fixed such thatza(0)5z0 and za(s)5z. In
this particular case, where the field depends only onz, the
energy of the chain can be split into a parallel contributio

Êi@xa ,ya ;s#

kBT
5E

0

s 3

2a2N
@ uxa8 ~ t !u21uya8 ~ t !u2#dt, ~1!

depending only onxa(t) andya(t), and a perpendicular con
tribution,

Ê'@za ;s#

kBT
5E

0

sF 3

2a2N
uza8 ~ t !u21w„za~ t !…Gdt, ~2!

involving only za(t). Thus, the partition function for this
chain fragment can written as

FIG. 1. Schematic diagram of two opposing brushes grafted to the subs
at z50 andz52L such that they interpenetrate at thez5L midplane indi-
cated by a dashed line. The diagram below illustrates how thez-coordinate
of a SST trajectory,za(s), is obtained by mapping the problem onto that
a particle sliding down a frictionless hill, with a height equal to minus t
self-consistent field,2w(z). In this particular example, the particle starts
z5z0 , moves up the hill until it reachesz5zm , and then reverses directio
eventually ending up at thez50 substrate.
Downloaded 29 Apr 2005 to 134.225.1.162. Redistribution subject to AIP
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q~z,z0 ,s!}E Dra expH 2
Êi@xa ,ya ;s#1Ê'@za ;s#

kBT J
3d„za~0!2z0…d„za~s!2z…, ~3!

}E Dza expH 2
Ê'@za ;s#

kBT J
3d„za~0!2z0…d„za~s!2z…, ~4!

where the simplification results due to the fact that the fu
tional integrals overxa(t) and ya(t) yield irrelevant con-
stants. The remaining functional integral is then evaluated
the standard method4,11 of solving a modified diffusion equa
tion,

]

]s
q~z,z0 ,s!5

a2N

6

]2

]z2 q~z,z0 ,s!2w~z!q~z,z0 ,s!, ~5!

with periodic boundary conditions atz50 andz52L and an
initial condition q(z,z0,0)5d(z2z0)aN1/2.

With q(z,z0 ,s) in hand, we are now prepared to co
sider a complete chain ofN segments extending fromz
5z0 to the substrate atz50. In order to specify a particula
segment, we parametrize the chain with a variables that
increases from 0 to 1 as the chain is traversed from itz
5z0 end towards itsz50 end. With that, the distribution o
the sNth segment can be expressed as

r~z;z0 ,s!5
q~z,z0 ,s!q~0,z,12s!

q~0,z0,1!
. ~6!

It is now a simple matter of integrating to obtain the segm
distribution,

f~z;z0!5E
0

1

r~z;z0 ,s!ds, ~7!

for a single chain extending toz5z0 . Furthermore, the free
energy of such a chain is given by

f 0~z0!

kBT
52 ln q~0,z0,1!. ~8!

Eventually, we will need to decompose this free energy i
f 0(z0)5 f 0,e(z0)1 f 0,w(z0), where f 0,e(z0) is the elastic
stretchingenergy associated with the configurational entro
of the chain, and

f 0,w~z0!

kBT
[

1

aN1/2E
0

2L

w~z!f~z,z0!dz ~9!

is the contribution attributed to the field.
The next step is to consider a complete brush grafted

the z50 substrate. Naturally, the distribution of its cha
ends will obey the Boltzmann weight,

g~z0!5
aN1/2

Q expF2
f 0~z0!

kBT G , ~10!

where

Q5E
0

2L

expF2
f 0~z0!

kBT Gdz0 ~11!

tes
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is the partition function for a single grafted chain with itss
50 end free to sample the entire volume betweenz50 and
2L. Given the end-segment distribution, we can then ca
late the segment profile,

f~z!5
L

a2N E
0

2L

g~z0!f~z;z0!dz0 , ~12!

of the entire brush.
Of course, the brush attached to the substrate atz52L is

identical to the one atz50. Given this and the fact tha
polymer melts are effectively incompressible, we require

f~z!1f~2L2z!51, ~13!

which provides the self-consistent condition used to evalu
w(z). Oncew(z) has been self-consistently determined, t
free energy per chain is given byf 5 f e1 f g , where

f e5
1

aN1/2E
0

2L

g~z0! f 0,e~z0!dz0 ~14!

is the average elastic energy and

f g5
kBT

aN1/2E
0

2L

g~z0!ln g~z0!dz0 ~15!

is the entropic contribution due to the free ends.
Our actual implementation of SCFT follows the Fouri

approach described in Ref. 4. This, in fact, involves o
small modification to the above theory, in that we attach
chains to the substrates with a stiff harmonic potential rat
than by a Dirac delta function. This implementation
slightly more involved in that it requires a second part
partition function,q†(z,s), satisfying the same diffusion, Eq
~5!, but with an initial condition,q†(z,0)}exp(2Lz2/a2). By
doing this, we avoid undesirable infinities inw(z) that would
otherwise occur atz50 andz52L.8 Nevertheless, becaus
we select an extremely largespring constant,LN5104,
none of the other relevant quantities are noticeably affec

III. STRONG-STRETCHING THEORY

We now derive the strong-stretching theory~SST! for the
same brush system considered in the preceding sec
Rather than following the derivation in Ref. 6 based on
original approach by Semenov,2 a simpler derivation is pre
sented based on the alternate approach introduced by M
et al.12 This begins by realizing that, in the strong-stretchi
limit, the partition function,q(0,z0,1), is dominated by the
path,za(s), that minimizesÊ'@za ;1# defined in Eq.~2!. As
a consequence, the energy of this single path provides
accurate approximation forf 0(z0). Furthermore, by good
fortune, this particular path is easily obtained by making
simple analogy with classical mechanics. If we interprets as
time andza(s) as the position of a particle with mass 3/Na2,
then Eq.~2! corresponds to the action of the particle in
potential2w(z).13 Hence, the problem of determining th
polymer path of lowest energy is equivalent to a stand
classical mechanics problem of a particle sliding down a
~see Fig. 1!.

By applying conservation of energy to our imagina
particle, it immediately follows that
Downloaded 29 Apr 2005 to 134.225.1.162. Redistribution subject to AIP
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2 S z8

aN1/2D 2

2w~z!5
3

2
v2~z0!2w~z0!, ~16!

wherev(z0)[(z8uz5z0
)/aN1/2 is a dimensionless initial ve

locity. We choose a sign convention such thatv(z0),0 if the
particle starts off moving away from the substrate, a
v(z0).0 for a velocity towards the substrate. According
Eq. ~16!, the dimensionless speed as a function of positioz
is given by

S~z;z0![
uz8u

aN1/25S v2~z0!2
2

3
@w~z0!2w~z!# D 1/2

. ~17!

In the event that the particle begins with a negative veloc
the trajectory first extends outward toz5zm as determined
by S(zm ;z0)50, before it reverses direction towards the su
strate. Otherwise, the maximum extent of the trajectory
simply zm5z0 .

The concentration of segments along the polymer pat
given by Nuds/dzu, which is inversely proportional to the
speed of our imaginary particle. Thus, the segment distri
tion for a chain starting fromz0 is given by

f~z;z0!5H 1/S~z;z0!, if 0,z,z0 ,

2/S~z;z0!, if z0,z,zm ,

0, if zm,z.

~18!

The factor of 2 for the case,z0,z,zm , follows from the
fact that the trajectory transverses the interval in both dir
tions. By noting that the total number of segments in a ch
is N, we obtain the constraint,

1

aN1/2E
0

2L

f~z;z0!dz51, ~19!

which is used to determine the initial velocity,v(z0).
For any givenz0 , we can now calculate the lowes

energy pathza(s), generally referred to as theclassicaltra-
jectory. With that, it is a straightforward matter to calcula
its corresponding energy,f 0(z0)[ f 0,e(z0)1 f 0,w(z0). The
elastic contribution is given by

f 0,e~z0!

kBT
[

3

2a2N E
0

1

uza8 ~s!u2 ds5
3

2aN1/2E
0

2L dz

f~z;z0!
,

~20!

and the field energy,f 0,w(z0), is again given by Eq.~9!.
From here on, SST proceeds in the exact same way as S

IV. RESULTS

To begin, we evaluate the field,w(z), self-consistently
by requiring the two brushes to fill space uniformly such th
Eq. ~13! is satisfied. The solid curves in Fig. 2 show th
resulting SST field for two different brush thicknesses,L.
Note that the axes have been scaled so as to stress the
vergence towards theL→` limit,

w~z!→H 2
3p2z2

8a2N
, if 0 ,z,L,

2
3p2~2L2z!2

8a2N
, if L,z,2L,

~21!
 license or copyright, see http://jcp.aip.org/jcp/copyright.jsp
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which is the well known result that occurs when the en
segment entropy is ignored.14 Unfortunately, numerical limi-
tations prevent us from solving the SCFT to the same
grees of stretching, but nevertheless we are able to eva
the field forL/aN1/252; the result is displayed in Fig. 2 with
a dashed curve. The SCFT prediction compares well w
that of SST, except at the two grafting surfaces; this discr
ancy will be explained in the following section.

The entropy of the free ends creates an effective fo
acting on the tip of each chain. In SST, this entropic force
proportional to the initial velocity,v(z0), of our imaginary
particle, which is displayed in Fig. 3 as a function of the e
position,z0 , for two different brush thicknesses. Again, th
axes are scaled so as to illustrate convergence to theL→`
limit,

v~z0!→H 0, if 0,z,L,

pAp22z0
2

2aN1/2 , if L,z,2L,
~22!

wherep satisfies

2 sin21S L

pD2sin21S 2L2z0

p D5
p

2
, ~23!

which is well approximated by

FIG. 2. Self-consistent field,w(z), plotted between the two substrates atz
50 andz52L. The solid curves show the SST field for a series of bru
thicknesses, while the dashed curve shows the SCFT result forL/aN1/2

52. TheL→` limit of SST is obtained from Eq.~21!.

FIG. 3. Entropic force,v(z0), at the free end of a chain as a function of i
position, z0 , calculated with SST. TheL→` limit is obtained from Eqs.
~22! and ~23!.
Downloaded 29 Apr 2005 to 134.225.1.162. Redistribution subject to AIP
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1

3
~z02L !1

2

27L
~z02L !2. ~24!

Based on Fig. 3, the weakly stretched chains have a nega
entropic force at their end causing a nonmonotonic traj
tory, while the more strongly stretched chains have a posi
force resulting in a monotonic trajectory. It will turn out tha
the division between these two cases coincides with the p
in the end-segment distribution function,g(z0).15

In SST, inverting the polymer trajectory,za(s), identi-
fies a specific position for each segment in the chain. On
other hand, in SCFT, thesN’th segment occupies a distribu
tion of positions as illustrated in Fig. 4 for the casez05L
52aN1/2. These distributions are approximately Gaussia16

with a well-defined peak corresponding to the most like
position. Based on the maximum, we can define a SC
trajectory, za(s), to compare with the SST prediction. A
demonstrated in Fig. 5, the agreement is remarkably go
particularly in regards to the nonmonotonic trajectories
small z0 where zm.z0 . For a chain withz0 /aN1/250.5,
SCFT predicts the point of maximum extent to occur as
50.129 andzm /aN1/250.513, which compares well with
the SST prediction ofs50.140 andzm /aN1/250.516. Inter-

FIG. 4. Distribution of thesN’th segment fors50.1, 0.2, . . . ,0.9,calculated
with SCFT for a chain stretched toz0 /aN1/252 within a brush of thickness
L/aN1/252. The SCFT trajectory,za(s), is defined by the peak position
denoted by solid dots.

FIG. 5. Polymer trajectories,za(s), for various end positions,z0 , within a
brush of thicknessL/aN1/252. The solid and dashed curves are obtain
from SST and SCFT, respectively. For the less stretched chains, wher
trajectory starts off by moving away from the substrate, the circles
diamonds denote the points at which the trajectory reverses directio
calculated by SST and SCFT, respectively.
 license or copyright, see http://jcp.aip.org/jcp/copyright.jsp
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estingly, even though a significant duration of the traject
can elapse before reaching the turning point,zm does not
generally exceedz0 by very much.

Figure 6 examines the segment distribution,f(z;z0), of
an entire chain as a function of its end position,z0 . Not too
surprisingly, SCFT and SST produce consistent results
the highly stretched chains such asz0 /L51.5. However, the
results differ substantially for those chains with a nonmo
tonic trajectory. In this case, SST predicts an infinite spike
f(z;z0) at z5zm , whereas SCFT does not. This incons
tency will ultimately result in an inaccurate SST predicti
for the overall brush profile,f(z).

The elastic and field contributions to the free energy
plotted as a function of the end position,z0 , in Figs. 7~a! and
7~b!, respectively. The solid curves show the SST results

FIG. 6. Segment profiles,f(z;z0), for chains with various end positions
z0 , within a brush of thicknessL/aN1/252. The solid and dashed curves a
obtained from SST and SCFT, respectively.

FIG. 7. ~a! Elastic energy,f 0,e(z0), of a chain as a function of its extension
z0 , plotted for a series of brush thicknesses using SST~solid curves! and for
L/aN1/252 using SCFT~dashed curve!. TheL→` limit of SST is given by
Eq. ~25!. ~b! Analogous plot for the field energy,f 0,w(z0). In this case, the
L→` limit is given by Eq.~26!.
Downloaded 29 Apr 2005 to 134.225.1.162. Redistribution subject to AIP
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scaled so as highlight the convergence to theL→` limits
given by

f 0,e~z0!

kBT
→H 3p2z0

2

16a2N
, if 0 ,z,L,

3p

16a2N
~pp21P2!, if L,z,2L,

~25!

and

f 0,w~z0!

kBT
→H 2

3p2z0
2

16a2N
, if 0 ,z,L,

2
3p

16a2N
~pp22P2!, if L,z,2L,

~26!

where

P254LAp22L212~2L2z0!Ap22~2L2z0!2, ~27!

'
16

3 S 2

3D 1/2

~z02L !3/2L1/2. ~28!

For the thinnerL/aN1/252 brush, we plot the SCFT predic
tions with dashed curves. In this case, the agreement
SST is reasonable, but not particularly impressive.

Given the free energy,f 0(z0)[ f 0,e(z0)1 f 0,w(z0), of ex-
tending a chain end toz5z0 , the end-segment distributio
function,g(z0), is obtained immediately from Eq.~10!. The
SST prediction is plotted in Fig. 8~a! with solid curves for a
series of brush thicknesses,L. In theL→` limit, the distri-
bution approaches the well-known result,

g~z0!→H z0aN1/2

LAL22z0
2

, if 0 ,z,L,

0, if L,z,2L,

~29!

obtained when the entropy of the chain ends is ignore14

Clearly, the inclusion of chain-end entropy produces a d
matic effect ong(z0), particularly for the thinner brush with
L/aN1/252. Without it, the SST distribution in Eq.~29!
would bare no resemblance to the SCFT prediction deno
by the dashed curve, whereas with the correction, the ag
ment is quite good.

As we have just seen, the chain-end entropy cau
g(z0) to extend beyond the midplane producing an expon
tially decaying tail. By using Eqs.~25! and~26! for the large
L behavior off 0,e and f 0,w , it follows that

g~z0!'g~L !expF2
3pP2

8a2N G
'g~L !exp@25.13~z02L !3/2L1/2/a2N#, ~30!

for z0.L. Based on this functional form, the tails ofg(z0)
should collapse onto a single master curve when plotted
function of (z02L)L1/3, and indeed this is confirmed by Fig
8~b!. From that, it follows that the penetration depth of t
g(z0) distribution beyond the midplane scales asL21/3.

Our expression in Eq.~30! still contains the unknown
prefactor,g(L), which has to be determined by the norma
 license or copyright, see http://jcp.aip.org/jcp/copyright.jsp
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ization condition,*g(z0)dz05aN1/2. However, for that, we
need an expression forg(z0) over the entire range 0,z0

,2L. If we make the sensible assumption that the m
effect of finiteL is to truncate the peak ing(z0) in order to
create the tail, we can then approximateg(z0) by Eq. ~29!
for 0,z0,(12e)L, by g(L) for (12e)L,z0,L, and by
Eq. ~30! for L,z0 . If we also requireg(z0) be continuous, it
follows thatg(L)}L21/3. Indeed, the logarithmic plot in Fig
8~c! confirms this scaling and extracts a numerical value
the proportionality constant.

With the end-segment distribution in hand, the bru
profile is calculated by performing the simple integration
Eq. ~12!. The result is displayed in Fig. 9~a! for a series ofL,
and as expected, the profile approaches a step function in
L→` limit. Based on the functional dependence ofg(z0),
the brush profiles should also collapse onto a single ma
curve when plotted as a function of (z02L)L1/3, as con-
firmed by Fig. 9~b!. Hence, the penetration depth off(z)
will also scale asL21/3 as it did for g(z0). However, this

FIG. 8. ~a! End-segment distribution function,g(z0), plotted for several
brush thicknesses using SST~solid curves! and forL/aN1/252 using SCFT
~dashed curve!. ~b! The same results plotted in terms of a scaling variab
~c! Logarithmic plot of the end-segment distribution function at the m
plane. The dashed line corresponds to the fit,g(L)'1.07(L/aN1/2)21/3.
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The dashed curves in Fig. 9 show the more accur
profile, f(z), as calculated by SCFT forL/aN1/252. Al-
though the agreement is not terrible, SST still significan
underestimates the degree of interpenetration between
two brushes. This can be attributed to the inaccurate S
predictions for the single chain profiles,f(z;z0), plotted in
Fig. 6.

We are finally at the point where the free energy of t
entire polymer brush can be calculated. The average en
per chain,f 5 f e1 f g , is conveniently expressed as

f

kBT
5

p2L2

8a2N
2 lnS L

2aN1/2D1
D f

kBT
, ~31!

where the first and second terms are theL→` limits of f e

and f g , respectively, obtained by inserting Eqs.~25! and~29!
into Eqs.~14! and ~15!. The residual term,D f , is identified
as the free-energy correction for finiteL, which according to
Likhtman and Semenov,8 should scale asL22/3 at largeL.
This is confirmed by the logarithmic plot in Fig. 10, whe
the largeL regime is well approximated by the dashed li
corresponding toD f /kBT'20.84(L/aN1/2)22/3. This re-
sidual is significantly larger than the previous estima
D f /kBT'20.37(L/aN1/2)22/3, in Ref. 8, where the effect on
w(z) was not taken into account.16 Nevertheless, our finite-
stretching correction to the free energy still omits two impo
tant contributions, which we discuss in the following sectio

.

FIG. 9. ~a! Brush profile,f(z), plotted for several brush thicknesses usi
SST~solid curves! and forL/aN1/252 using SCFT~dashed curve!. ~b! The
same results plotted in terms of a scaling variable.
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V. DISCUSSION

The scaling relations involving the end-segment distrib
tion function, g(z0), the brush profile,f(z), and the free
energy per chain,f , have been previously anticipated.8,9

However, we are now able to provide accurate values for
proportionality constants due to the fact we have performe
full numerical treatment of the end-segment entropy. A
result, we find that the magnitude of the free-energy corr
tion, D f , is more than twice17 that estimated in Ref. 8. Nev
ertheless, our most significant prediction is that the sca
relations remain accurate down to experimentally reali
brush thicknesses, i.e.,L&aN1/2. In reality, we should not
have expected the master curves forg(z0) in Figs. 8~b! and
f(z) in Fig. 9~b! to be accurate for such narrow brushes
L52aN1/2. Likewise, it is impressive that the power-la
behaviors forg(L) in Fig. 8~c! and D f in Fig. 10 remain
accurate to;10% even atL52aN1/2. This is indeed ex-
tremely fortunate for SST. Had these scaling relations fa
to be accurate thus requiring SST to be implemented num
cally for experimentally relevant conditions, then the
would be no real justification for using SST rather than
full SCFT.

With the end-segment entropy taken care of, it only
mains to consider fluctuations about the classical~i.e., most
probable! trajectories. As pointed out previously,7,14,16 their
inclusion transforms SST into SCFT in the same way t
classical mechanics transforms into quantum mechan
Thus, we can potentially invoke the mathematical machin
such as perturbation theory and the WKB approximati
already developed for quantum mechanics.7 For instance,
Milner16 has been able to predict accurate distributions
r(z;z0 ,s) based on the known quantum-mechanical solut
for a parabolic potential. Correcting the delta-function dis
bution forr(z;z0 ,s) will clearly resolve much of the remain
ing discrepancy in Fig. 6 between the SST and SCFT pre
tions for f(z;z0). This should broaden the SST predictio
for the brush profile,f(z), in Fig. 9, which in turn will
modify the SST potential,w(z), near the midplane, presum
ably bringing it into better agreement with SCFT. Furth
more, Goveas and Milner7 predict that this will also provide
an additional free-energy contribution slightly dominati
the one considered here in Fig. 10.

FIG. 10. Logarithmic plot of the SST free-energy correction,D f , associated
with the end-segment entropy as a function of the brush thickness,L. The
dashed line corresponds to the fit,D f /kBT'20.84(L/aN1/2)22/3.
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As pointed out earlier, there is also a sizable discrepa
between SST and SCFT in regards tow(z) near the two
substrates~see Fig. 2!. While SST predicts a smooth mono
tonic potential, the SCFT potential shows a dip as each s
strate is approached followed by a large positive delta-l
contribution at the substrate. In Fig. 2, the base of the de
like contribution can be seen due to its small but finite wid
Had we attached the chains to the substrate rigidly ra
than with stiff springs~see the last paragraph in Sec. II!, the
field would contain a true delta function at each substrate.
it turns out, this behavior has already been anticipated
Likhtman and Semenov.8 It results due to the fact that fluc
tuations about the classical trajectories tend to increase
number of segments deposited next to the substrates.
has to be countered by adding delta functions to the poten
along with a negative finite contribution that extends ov
regions, 0,z&m and 2L2m&z,2L, referred to asproxi-
mal layers. The width of the two proximal layers is expect
to scale asm}L21, and furthermore their effect presumab
provides the dominant free-energy correction to SST. C
tainly, the predictions in Ref. 8 are qualitatively consiste
with our SCFT results, but it still remains to test them qua
titatively. That we save that for a future publication.

VI. CONCLUSIONS

This paper has examined the corrections to stro
stretching theory~SST! resulting from end-segment entrop
in the context of two opposing brushes each of thicknessL.
The effectiveness of these corrections was assessed by d
comparisons with full mean-field calculations using se
consistent field theory~SCFT!. The most notable improve
ment involves the end-segment distribution function,g(z0),
as demonstrated earlier in Ref. 6. Furthermore, we find th
produces a sizable deviation from the conventional parab
potential, Eq.~21!, in good agreement with SCFT. Anothe
interesting consequence is the introduction of nonmonoto
trajectories10 ~see Fig. 5!, once again in agreement wit
SCFT.

The present study reconfirms several previous sca
predictions. In particular, the penetration depth beyond
midplane of the end-segment distribution function,g(x), and
the brush profile,f(z), both scale asL21/3.8,9 We also show
that the concentration of end segments at the midpla
g(L), scales asL21/3. As anticipated by Likhtman and
Semenov,8 the free-energy correction per chain is found
involve a trivial logarithm contribution plus a power-law
contribution that scales asL22/3. Because we have per
formed a full numerical treatment, we could also accurat
predict the proportionality factors. More importantly, o
study demonstrates that these scaling relations remain a
rate down to experimentally relevant grafting densities, i
L/aN1/2&1.

Although the present corrections have dramatically i
proved the agreement between SST and SCFT, there a
least two other important effects that need to be conside
partly because of their more dominant free-ener
contributions.7,8 In addition to their effect on the free energ
fluctuations about the about the most probable paths7,16

should increase the penetration depth off(z) towards the
 license or copyright, see http://jcp.aip.org/jcp/copyright.jsp
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SCFT prediction and presumably improvew(z) in the vicin-
ity of the midplane. The more important consideration
likely the proximal layer near each substrate, wherew(z) has
to be significantly modified in order to prevent the fluctu
tions from causing an over accumulation of segments.8 Al-
though it remains to be seen, these corrections could lea
a very powerful version of SST capable of providing acc
rate analytical predictions applicable to experimentally r
evant conditions.
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